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The New Children—also called Indigo, Crystal, Sky, or Star

children—are unlike the children of any previous generation. They
are powerful, and they are powerfully motivated to change things,
if only we can help them channel their energies in positive
directions. These kids, born since 1982, are brilliant, irreverent,
and somewhat sassy, with a peculiar impatience with anything
false, overly exaggerated, or inauthentic. The ways in which they
are different are “nothing short of amazing!”

Weaving together philosophy, prophesy, and metaphysics;
ancient wisdom, legends, and mystical revelation; social sciences,
ecology, and the new physics; and her own research, P. M. H. Atwater
shows us what is emerging in our changing times with regard to these
remarkable young people. They are, she says, “supersensitive,
confident, antsy, psychic, nonconformist, creative, highly aware, often
angry, hard to parent, and challenging to educate. Yet they are also
empathetic, creative, gutsy, and great problem solvers. Their most
important and unnerving aspect is that they know. They are tuned-in to
intuitive understanding and fail to be impressed by what others tell them
unless it fits their inner knowledge.” (From a review by Betty Maxwell.)

These New Children are but one of several harbingers of the
next age, or “fifth root,” in human evolution—perhaps more familiar to
some as the arrival of the Aquarian Age, or of the Fifth World of the
Mayan Calendar on December 21, 2012.  Transformations of consciousness, particularly as the aftermath of near-death
experiences, are seen also as evidence of a historic evolution in progress.

Dr. Atwater is herself a near-death experiencer, and a researcher in the field for nearly 30 years.  She has been
both the author and the subject of many magazine and newspaper articles, and she has published 10 books, her most
recent being Beyond the Indigo Children: The New Children and the Coming of the Fifth World (2005). Learn
more about Dr. Atwater and her work at www.PMHAtwater.com.

Dr. Atwater’s talks and workshops are always lively, enlightening, and provocative. Don’t miss this opportunity
to spend some time with one of the world’s foremost authorities on consciousness and spirituality.

Thursday, Nov. 2, 2006
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship

of Raleigh
3313 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC

Admission: $10; $8 seniors & students
Doors Open - 6:45 PM

Meeting - 7:15 PM
Early Meditation - 6:30 PM (free)

     P. M. H. AtwaterP. M. H. AtwaterP. M. H. AtwaterP. M. H. AtwaterP. M. H. Atwater

Workshop:          The Coming of the Fifth World:  A Great Shifting of the AgesThe Coming of the Fifth World:  A Great Shifting of the AgesThe Coming of the Fifth World:  A Great Shifting of the AgesThe Coming of the Fifth World:  A Great Shifting of the AgesThe Coming of the Fifth World:  A Great Shifting of the Ages
The Mayan Calendar—designed to track the evolution of

consciousness on the earth plane—describes nine stages of devel-
opment. Dr. Atwater will compare these with the seven stages of
esoteric tradition to illustrate what may be a divine plan for us.
She’ll review significant astrological events from 1982 through
2132-2133; describe major earth changes already under way; and
discuss relevant material from her book Beyond the Indigo Chil-
dren, and from Edgar Cayce’s Predictions for the 21st Century
by Mark Thurston.  She will talk about our current shift into the

Date: Saturday, November 4, 2006
Time: 9:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Location: CUCC;  814 Dixie Trail
Price: $45 in advance; $50 at the door

 “Fifth World”and offer guidance, from J. R.
R Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, for
handling these changing times. You are
invited to share your own feelings, dreams,
and thoughts about prophesy and the future.
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SFF Raleigh
When: First Thursday of each month (except July)
Where: Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Raleigh

3313 Wade Ave, Raleigh, NC 27607
Cost: $10.00 for lecture; early meditation is free
Time: Early meditation - 6:30 p.m.; Lecture - 7:15 p.m.

At the Raleigh Chapter of Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship
International, our mission is to enhance the spiritual, mystical, and
metaphysical awareness and consciousness of our community by
sponsoring programs that facilitate personal growth and
development and a holistic approach to health and living.

Within the scope of our mission, we choose speakers who offer
a variety of views and philosophies, but SFF does not endorse any
speakers’ staements or beliefs. You are invited to come with an
open mind and depart with all that feels true for you.

   Our Mission

Most SFF programs are available on audio tape; a catalog is
available at the lectures. To order, send $10 each with your mailing
address to:
     SFF Raleigh,  PO Box 12773,  Raleigh, NC  27605-2773
Exceptions: The cost is $15 for longer programs recorded on two
tapes. Most Workshop recordings are in this category.

   Audio Tapes
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Plus Workshop & Private Sessions

Chairperson: April Rooker 465-1410
   SFFRaleighChairman@yahoo.com

Events: Tammy May 414-0140
   SFFRaleighEC@yahoo.com

Programs: Rachel Rowlson 678-0461
   MrsKalel@gmail.com

Meditations: Suzette Foster Anicetti 460-0543
   SAnicetti@aol.com

Public Relations: Tammy May 414-0140
   SFFRaleighEC@yahoo.com

Resources: Staysee Yod Teague 616-3885
   Fool.Circle@Gmail.com

Secretary: Marsha Tai 676-8975
   MarshaDT@mindspring.com

Treasurer: Alice Hough 859-0067
   SFFRaleighTreasurer@yahoo.com

Webmaster: Kim Kasdorf 932-4611
   SFFRaleighWebmaster@yahoo.com

Co-Writer: Amy Simpson 831-9318
   SFFRaleighEditor@gmail.com

Co-Writer: Staysee Yod Teague 616-3885
   Fool.Circle@Gmail.com

   SFF Board    Early Meditation
Come early for the Healing Meditation.  The first few

minutes are focused on sending healing Love and Light to
Mother Earth and her inhabitants. Then Bonnie Long offers a
guided meditation for releasing stress and getting centered. A
hypnotherapist, teacher, and energy healer, Bonnie specializes
in pain management, overcoming fears, identifying and
removing blocks to success, smoking cessation, and past life
regressions. She has a Master’s Degree in Human Resource
Development from Marymount University, and has also
studied Energy Control, Crystal Healing, Quantum Touch, and
Shamanism. Contact Bonnie at 919-233-9050 or
blva234@aol.com.

The Healing Meditation begins at 6:30 pm in the Ralph
Waldo Emerson room.  Please arrive on time to optimize the
energies of the group.

 Also from P. M. H. Atwater

Goddess Rune CastingGoddess Rune CastingGoddess Rune CastingGoddess Rune CastingGoddess Rune Casting: There’s magic in the way it
enables you to glimpse yourself and the living of life
from another angle, unfettered and free, filled with love
and joy. Come with your questions, and be prepared for
surprises, as Goddess Runes are unpredictable in what
they reveal. One-hour sessions are available for $100 on
Friday, November 3, from 10 a.m. – 8 p.m., in the
Healing Room at Harmony Farms (5653 Creedmoor
Rd.); your session will be recorded if you provide a
cassette tape.

Book SigningBook SigningBook SigningBook SigningBook Signing:  She will sign copies of her books on
Saturday afternoon, November 4, at Borders book-
store in Cary (1751 Walnut St.) from 3 – 4 p.m.

For more information or to register for the
workshop or a reading, contact Tammy May at

414-0140 or SFFRaleighEC@yahoo.com.

December 7, 2006 - Nick Scott-Ram
Devic and Angelic Light

January 4, 2007 - Elizabeth Wilson
Opportunity Knocks 2007, our annual astrological forecast

   Upcoming  Events


